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SPECKLE DIAGNOSTICS OF RELAXATION PROCESSES 
IN NON-STATIONARY SCATTERING SYSTEMS 

D.A. Zimnyakov, A.P. Sviridov, А.1. Omel’ chenko, V.A. Trifonov, 

D.N. Agafonov, P.V. Zakharov, L.V. Kuznetsova 

Coherent optical method of the study of non-stationary mass transfer in scattering 
systems оп фе basis of statistical analysis оё spatial-temporal fluctuations of speckle intensity 
$5 considered. Non-stationary mass transfer in the case оЁ saturating liquid phase evaporation 
from a disordered porous layer and structure modification of IR-laser-mediated cartilage 
tissue are discussed аз Ше possible applications of the developed speckle-diagnostical 
technique. For liquid phase evaporation from а porous layer, the specific feature such а5 the 
anomalous broadening of spectra of speckle intensity fluctuations with decrease оё the liquid 
phase evaporation rate was found out. This feature is caused by peculiarities о development 
of the fractal-like interface between liquid and gaseous phases in а porous layer. In the case оЁ 
the thermally induced structure modification оё а cartilage tissue, the hysteresis-like form оЁ 
dependence of the time-averaged contrast оё speckle-modulated tissue image оп the tissue 
temperature inside the treatment zone is characteristical. The effect оё cartilage thermal 
modification is presumably caused by е «bound-to-free water» transition т the 

proteoglycane aggregates а5 one оё the basic components of the tissue structure. 

1. Introduction 

Statistical analysis of random interference patterns, ог speckle patterns, that appear 
as а result оё the coherent light propagation 1 scattering media is the one of universally 
adopted techniques for probing the structural and dynamic properties of weakly ordered 
condensed matter. The possibility to study the dynamic behavior оЁ ensembles оё moving 
particles at length scales of the order of the wavelength of probe light by means of the 
correlation analysis of scattered light intensity fluctuations stimulated a great number of 
experimental апа theoretical works dedicated 10 various aspects of the quasi-elastic light 
scattering by non-stationary random media. Such well-known speckle technology as the 
diffusing-light spectroscopy (DWS) [1] is now widely used for material testing in various 
areas of science and technology; there are many classical examples of successful 
applications оё the DWS method and related technologies т studying such complicated 
processes as a Brownian dynamics of particles in suspensions, a granular flow, a foam 
formation, а growth оЁ colloidal aggregates ап crystallization, etc. (see e.g. Refs 2-6). 

In biomedical optics, е statistical and correlation analysis of dynamic speckle 
patterns induced due to laser light scattering by living tissues is the physical basis for 
various techniques widely applied for the blood microcirculation monitoring, the burned 
tissue diagnostics, е cerebral blood flow visualization, etc.[7-14]. 
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Also, the significant research activity in this field was stimulated by existence of 
fundamental phenomena appearing in the case of scattering of classical waves by 
disordered systems (such as, e.g., the long-range spatial апа temporal correlations оЁ 
multiply scattered field, е «тетогу» effect, the effect оё coherent backscattering) and 
demonstrating certain analogies with such quantum-mechanical effect ав the electron 
localization in disordered conductors (the so-called Anderson localization) [15-20]. 

The goal of this work 15 10 review sonie novel techniques апа results т the field оЁ 
speckle diagnostics of structural and dynamic properties of weakly ordered multiple 
scattering media. These techniques are: 

1) the study of a non-stationary mass transfer in disordered and ordered porous 
media оп е basis оЁ spectral analysis of dynamic speckle patterns induced by coherent 
light scattering in porous media; 

2) the speckle contrast monitoring of structural changes in collagenous tissues 
induced by thermal denaturation ог modification under laser heating. 

On the one hand, the development of these speckle techniques gives the new 
opportunities in studying the complicated dynamic behavior of real systems with 
stochastic structure such as, e.g., the structural relaxation forced by thermal processes ог 
non-stationary mass transfer. On the other hand, these methods are based on certain 
fundamental effects related to light propagation in random media at mesoscopic length 
scales such as the correlation transfer [21], the evolution оЁ а polarization state оЁ 
propagating light [22-25], the manifestation оё the coherence phenomena in multiple- 
beam stochastic interference, etc. Thus, we can hope that further development оё the 
above mentioned speckle-based methods leads us to better understanding of processes 
accompanying the light-matter interaction at microscopic and mesoscopic levels. 

2. Speckle correlometry as applied to study the interface 
growth in porous media 

One of the possible applications of the speckle-correlation technologies in studying 
a dynamic behavior of stochastic systems is the analysis of growing phenomena in porous 
media (e.g. in the course of the evaporation of saturating liquid phase [26] or the 
development оё liquid-gaseous interfaces driven by capillary forces). The specific 
property оё these growth processes 15 formation оЁ the fractal-like interfaces which fractal 
nature is mainly caused by a structural randomness of «matrix» media. In such system, 
the random connections between single pores form a «stochastic network» of channels for 
propagation of the local boundaries between liquid and gaseous phases. The mobility of 
an arbitrary local boundary depends on physical properties of a liquid phase and porous 
medium, as well as on the characteristic size and geometry of pores. A significant 
variance in sizes and orientations of pores causes stochastic fractal character of the 
«global» interface between phases in disordered porous media. Thus, е direct 
observation of the time-dependent dynamics of the local boundaries that form the 
growing fractal-like interface 15 ап object оЁ great interest. 

In our case, we studied such time-dependent dynamics for the case of evaporation 
of liquid phase from layers of wet porous media. Experimental technique was based on 
the spectral and correlation analysis оЁ speckle intensity fluctuations induced by laser 
light scattering in layer оё dried porous medium. In this case, @е dynamic speckle pattern 
is caused by а multiple scattering оё coherent light by moving local boundaries in single 
pores located in the vicinity of growing interface. The experimental set-up is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Single-mode He-Ne laser (the wavelength 15 633 nm, the output power 15 0.5 mW) 
was used as illumination source. The laser beam was focused on the surface of the wet 
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porous layer using а lens with the focal length оё 200 mm. Scattered light was detected in 
the paraxial region by CCD camera (EDC-1000L, Electrim, USA) without imaging lens. 
The distance between е layer and CCD camera was 600 mm. Time delay and integration 
(TDI) mode of camera was used to get images of dynamic speckle patterns at different 
stages оЁ the liquid evaporation. For this mode, the acquired image 15 composed а5 the set of 
1D images оё the same line in е detection plane, which are sequentially recorded with 
given time delay. Brightness distributions along the rows of this image correspond to 
temporal dynamics оЁ the fluctuating intensity in the points of the chosen line. 

Рарег layers of different nature, stich ав copy paper and filter paper of different 
thickness and porosity, were used in our experiments as the layers of the disordered 
porous media. Before image recording, the studied samples were wetted by quickly 
evaporating liquid, such as ethanol or acetone. For each paper sample, the thickness and 
average porosity were measured. Also, such parameter ав е relaxation time #,, was 
used to characterize the studied systems «porous layer-wetting liquid». It was measured 
as the time lapse corresponding to e-times decay of the liquid mass in the course of 
evaporation from е saturated layer. For comparison with disordered porous media, the 
ordered porous layers with cylindrical pores were studied in our experiment. These layers 
are the glass plates with hexagonally packed cylindrical channels used for fabrication of 

d 

Fig. 1. a - scheme of the experimental setup;] - laser; 2 - prism; 3 - focusing lens; 4 - sample; 5 - CCD 
camera; b - photos оЁ ordered porous sample.c ‚ а - TDI images of dynamic speckles at different stages оЁ 
wetting phase evaporation. с - paper layer (thickness 88 m, porosity 0.56) wetted by асегопе; / - £, =10s; 
2-1,=355;3 -1,=240 5; 4 - t, =320 ; bar - 10s. d - sample ав in Fig. 1p, wetted by ethanol; I - £, =30s; 
2-1,=100s;3-1,=4005;4 -1, =580 5; Баг - 10 s 
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Fig. 2. а - typical forms of фе normalized Fourier spectrum module of intensity fluctuations for paper 
layer (thickness 71 um, porosity 0.68, ethanol) (7, 2) and for ordered sample (Fig. 1,b) (3, 4) wetted by 
ethanol (3) апа acetone (4). 1 - 1,=23 в; 2 - 1, =150 в; b - №е dependencies of v, (1, 2; sample ав in Fig. 
1, b) апа v, < (3, 4; paper sample, thickness g§ m, porosity 0.56) оп ¢ W:mng liquid - acetone (7, 3) 
ала ethanof (2, 9) | - fnal sage of evaporation: if - presumable stage of lusterization 

the micro-channel plates (MCP) (Fig. 1, b). The fragments of typical speckle images for 
different stages оЁ the liquid evaporation are shown in Fig. 1, ¢, @. 

For each frame of a sequence of acquired TDI images, the averaged module of the 
Fourier spectrum of speckle intensity fluctuations was calculated for pixel brightness 
distributions along each row, using the averaging of values of the spectrum module over 
the set of rows. The typical forms of the normalized spectrum module are shown in Fig. 2 
for disordered ап ordered porous media. In the first case, motions оё the local boundaries 
in the porous layer cause the speckle intensity fluctuations in the form of band-limited 
random process with spectrum half-width v,  depending оп the average boundary 
mobility. 

For ordered porous layer, the observed speckle dynamics has quasi-periodic 
character (Fig. 1, с) with center frequency v, depending оп the average velocity of local 

boundaries propagation. 
The typical dependencies оЁ v, ; for disordered layer апа v, for ordered layer on 

evaporation time £, are shown in Fig. i 
Non-monotonic behavior оЁ v s wnh increase оЁ #, апа арреагапсе оЁ its maximum 

value аг certain stage оЁ evaporation characterized by 7, can be mentioned as specific 
property of the observed speckle dynamics in case of disordered layers. It was found for 
all studied paper samples, that 7 and ., are related ав ¢, ~t 088010, Another feature is 
that despite the higher mobility of the local boundaries in the case of acetone as 
evaporating liquid, the speckle dynamics for disordered porous structure is characterized 
by less values оЁ vy, than for ethanol (for comparison, see dependencies оЁ v, on ¢, 
for ordered porous layer). 

These peculiarities can be interpreted 
in terms of multiple light scattering by a 
non-stationary ensemble of local bounda- 
ries in disordered porous layer. Non-mono- 
tonically changing v, with the increasing 
time lapse г о’ liquid evaporation is caused 
by variation of concentration of dynamic 
scatters (i.e. local boundaries) @ the 
scattering volume. This 15 due to the effect 
of multiplication of a random Doppler shift Fig. 3. The dependence of node release rate onn. 

for each scattering event by ап effective Ny=N,=100; Му=30; Q=6. 1 - P=0.3; 2 - P=0.1; 
number оё scattering events. This number '~ st о! luserzation 
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for multiply scattering system depends оп е parameter (L/I'), where L is the 
characteristic size оЁ фе scattering system and Г is the effective value оё the transport 

mean free path depending on the scatter concentration [1,19,27]. For drying disordered 
porous layer, the growth of fractal interface [28] between phases causes simultaneous 
changes т L (which is related to the interface «height») апа т Г (which 15 proportional 
to the inverse of concentration of moving local boundaries in the zone of interface 
growth). In the case of a slab scattering geometry, the decay of temporal correlation of 

fluctuating scattered field depends оп the dimensionless parameter kX(Ar 2(v))(L/I")* 

[19,27], where & is е wave-number оё light 1 the scattering medium, (Ar ?(т)) is the 
variance оё е scatter displacements ог the time lapse т and L is the slab thickness. The 

value оё (A %(x)) сап be considered as corresponding 10 е generalized Brownian motion 

оЁ the scattering sites: (A ?(т))=Кх?, where К is determined by scatter mobility апа & 
depends on dynamic properties of the scattering system. 

The rigorous analytical form of the temporal correlation function of field 
fluctuations is determined by scattering conditions and optical properties оё фе scattering 
medium, such as the diffuse reflectivity and can be found only for a limited number of the 

diffuse-scattering systems [27]. However, from the principle of similarity it follows that 
the correlation time т оё field fluctuations varies аб ~(I"/A*KL?)"® in the dependence 
оп the parameters of scattering system. Considering е porous layer initially wetted by 
liquids with approximately equal values of refractive index and assuming the same 
dynamical properties оё the ensemble of local boundaries (8=8,=9) but different 
mobility parameters (K, #K,), the ratio оЁ v 5, .. can be expressed а5; 

(Vosmat/ (Vosmands = (nad! (T = 

= K ах оя Ка я В» 

The ratio /,”/;" сап be modified using the relation for the transport mean free path: 
I':(ca(l»‘g)i'l, where ¢, o апа g are the effective values оЁ the concentration, scattering 
cross-section and anisotropy parameter оЁ moving scattering sites (local boundaries). We 
can assume that for wetting liquids with close values о the refractive index (7,~1.354 а 
633 пт for acetone and n,~1.358 for ethanol) the effective values оЁ с and g are 
approximately equal апа the ratio /// can therefore be reduced 10 ¢, /c,. 

Hence, we obtain: 

(Vosmat/(Vosmad2 = (К ах я Komax Yamax о ) 

1) 

where the parameter y=Lc characterizes the effective surface density of dynamic scattering 
sites, ог the number оё stochastically moving local boundaries per unit area of porous layer. 

Computer simulation of stochastic irreversible growth of interfaces in 3D lattices 
with different number of connections Q between nodes was used to analyze the behavior 
оё the ratio y,/y, 1 е course оЁ interface growth. The simulation model was similar 10 
the Eden model [29]. At фе initial moment, е N, х N, х N, lattice (N,=N,>>N,) was 
assumed consisting оё occupied nodes. Interface growth 15 related 10 sequential release оЁ 
the occupied nodes beginning from the lattice boundaries. Each occupied node can be 
released with given probability P at the current simulation step if it has at least one 
connection with free neighboring nodes released at previous steps. The number of 
connections € per lattice cell as the model parameter was varicd from 6 (the simple cubic 

lattice) to 14 (the cubic lattice with «diagonal» connections between layers). The growth 
process for each set of simulation parameters was characterized by the relaxation 
parameter л„ evaluated as е number оё steps corresponding 10 e-times decay оЁ the 
amount of occupied nodes. 
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The extreme case of P=1 leads to appearance of the «conventional» non-fractal 
interface propagating in the lattice with constant velocity. Decreasing probability оё the 
node release causes the fractal-like growing interfaces with the increasing height of the 
growth zone for a given position of interface. Despite the simplicity of this model, it has 
allowed us to interpret the general features оё the interface growth in porous layers that 
аге manifested in the observed spectra оё scattered light fluctuations. Typical behavior оЁ 
the amount of nodes (АМ/Ал) ., released а! each step 15 illustrated by Fig. 3 а5 
depending on the number of steps. 

The maximal value (AN, /An), , obtained at n=n__ corresponds ю maximally 
developed interface between !Ёе regions оЁ occupied and free nodes. Analysis of the 
relation between л,, and л‚ leads to the approximately linear dependence 
Ry " Сп 1059010 for "0.001<P<(.5 and 6<0<14, where С depends оп е model 
parameters P, Q, N;=N,, М,. Such tendency is very similar 10 е above mentioned 

relation between the measured values оЁ га and г „» Evaluations оЁ effective surface 
density оЁ occupied nodes for the zone оЁ growth made at лее show it а5 
monotonically decaying 10 the value close 10 1 with increasing P (Fig. 4). In contrast, 
values оЁ y__estimated for small values оЁ P, are close 10 3 ав а manifestation оЁ the 

growing interface fractality. In the case оё relatively high growth rates (P20.20-0.25), the 
dependencies оЁ (AN, /An),,_, on n show е арреагапсе оЁ the sharp decay in 5 
parameter at final stage of release of nodes, which corresponds to the division of the 
region of occupied nodes into separate clusters at the final stage of growth (Fig. 3, 
marked by arrow). This peculiarity appears «smoothed» at low growth rates. Similar 
tendencies can be mentioned for experimentally obtained curves у) (z,) (Fig. 2, b), 
where the noticeable sharp decay in v, takes place at the final stage of acetone 
evaporation (marked by arrow). In contrast, similar curve for ethanol is characterized by 
the significantly less peculiarity оё this type. 

The ratio оЁ K /K, was estimated using а consideration of the mass transfer оЁ 
evaporating phase for the zone of interface growth. The following relation can be 

written for the mass flux from е growth zone: Ul=Cp(afcL(S),.,, where С is the 
dimensionless parameter related to the pore geometry, p is the liquid density, (a) is the 
characteristic size оё the pore cross-section апа (S)_, is the average path travelled by 
moving local boundaries per unit time. With used assumptions, the traces оЁ moving local* 
boundaries can be considered as the fragments of 3D fractal curves characterized by the 
fractal dimension equal to 279 [30]. Estimation оё the average length оё trace (S),_, by use 

оЁ the average boundary displacement per unit time (Ar (t=1))"2=K"? ав the scale gives 
the following relation: (S),_,~K"® and, correspondingly, U/I~K"®. Thus, for the same 

Table 

The estimated values of @; subscript «1» corresponds 10 acetone ав wetting liquid; «2» - to ethanol 

Sample Р LS Vosains)in BZ (С‘озна)» HZ | ® 

1е =46 =286 =0.59 =0.65 . =1.05 
2 =31 =195 =0.92 =121 =0.96 
3¢ =54 =207 =0.78 =1.42 =1.04 

“ ЕЩег paper; thickness 135 um, porosity 0.84; 

® Copy paper; thickness 88 um, porosity 0.56; 
© Copy paper; low quality; thickness 71pum, porosity 0.68. 
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porous system saturated by liquids with p,=p, апа different values оЁ К, the ratio K /K, 

сап be expressed as{(/,/y,) /(/,/y,)}". The parameter Л at г„ -а 15 related 10 the value 

оЁ г ае For the simulation model, the following relation between (Afi/An)m/ym andn 

was obtained for 0.001<P<0.5: (AN//An)mu/ =T > Where the value (ANl/An)mlym 
was estimated for unit area оЁ е zone оЁ growth and В № оё the order оЁ 1 
(B=1.00£0.05). Assuming the similar relation between J_ /y,., and ¢ . for studied 
porous samples, we obtain the approximating relation: 

Mot Vi )y = oo Mo N T ©) 

For рарег layers saturated by acetone and ethanol, the measured ratios !…Ё/! ‚ vary from 
4 ю 6.5, depending оп paper porosity and density. The ratios (Уозтах)1/СУозаая), VATY 
between 0.4 and 1.0. The measured typical values of these parameters for three paper 
samples аге presented in the Table. The results оё simulation оё irreversible growth (Fig.4) 
allow us to estimate аУаа for two porous systems with K| >>K,, аз the values of the 

order of 2.5 - З.Ь; this leads to the value оЁ 

30г { ® close to 1 (estimations of ® made for фе 
25 ) value of y, /Y., equal Ю 275, are 

" T presented in the Table). 
= 20 ot Hence, the typical magnitudes оЁ ® 
ы 18 } obtained from experimental results allow 

us to suppose that фе dynamics оЁ local 
boundaries, which causes the interface 

00 02 0.4 0.6 08 growth in the course оё liquid phase 
evaporation from stochastic porous layers 

Fig. 4. The effective surface density of released Such ав paper, is in general similar 10 the 
nodes vs node release probability atn=n_ . (results «classical» Brownian dynamics. 
оё simulation); N, =N,=100; N;=30; Q=6 

3. Speckle-contrast-based monitoring of the tissue 
structure modification 

Analysis of spatial-temporal fluctuations of scattered coherent light is a modern 
approach in the study of non-stationary scattered systems, such as living tissues. We can 
enumerate many examples оЁ applying quasi-elastic scattering methods for tissue 
diagnostics. These involve above mentioned modifications of laser Doppler flowmetry 
(see, e.g., Refs [7, 8]) апа DWS technique а$ applied ю blood microcirculation 
monitoring and burned tissue diagnostics [9], laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA) 
for similar applications [10-12, 14], and speckle contrast measurements in study of 
mechanical properties of tissues [13]. 

One of possible approaches in the study of spatially heterogeneous non-stationary 
media by the use of the speckle technologies is the contrast analysis of time-averaged 
dynamic speckle patterns in the image plane. In this case the image of object surface, 
which 15 illuminated by coherent light, is recorded with the exposure time Т comparable 
with the correlation time т, оЁ intensity fluctuations оё image-modulating dynamic 
speckles. This causes the blurred speckle pattern on the recorded image, which is 
characterized by the reduced value оЁ contrast decaying with increase оё T/x, ratio. For 
tissue images captured with T=const, the presence оё dynamic macro-inhomogeneities in 
the scattering volume (such as, e.g., large vessels ог local variations of the blood 
perfusion level) will induce the spatial variations оЁ the locally estimated contrast for 
blurred image-modulating speckles. This effect can be applied to functional imaging of 
living tissues by the use of local estimates of the speckle contrast as the visualization 
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parameter; in particular, such imaging technique was discussed т Refs [10, 11]. More 
recent example of speckle imaging of living tissues is application of the LASCA 
technique for visualization оё cerebral blood flow reported in Ref. 14. 

Here we present the results of the contrast analysis of time-averaged dynamic 
speckle patterns to monitor the structure modification of thermally treated collagenous 
tissue, such as cartilage. Laser-induced thermal reshaping of cartilage is a modern 
approach in laser medicine [31]. One of the probable mechanisms of this reshaping is 
presumably related to «bounded-to-free» water transition induced in macro-molecular 
structure of proteoglycan aggregates (PGA), one оЁ the components оё cartilage tissue 
[32, 33]. Another thermally activated mechanism оё tissue reshaping is @е partial thermal 
denaturation of the collagen matrix ав the second basic component оё cartilage tissue. In 
particular, the changes in mechanical properties of thermally treated collagen were 
studied in Ref. [34], where the empirical relations between mechanical properties of the 
thermally modified tissue, its shrinkage as a result of thermal modification, treatment 

temperature and time duration of a treatment procedure were established. It was found 
that mechanical properties decreased with increasing shrinkage, and that the maximal 
allowable shrinkage before significant material property changes occurred was between 
15% to 20%. At larger values of tissue shrinkage, the progressive increase of the 
proportion of collagen fibrils undergoing denaturation was observed by means of the 
transmission electron microscopy. The abrupt increase in the tissue shrinkage rate was 
observed аг the temperatures above 60 ° С. 

Recent studies also revealed the existence of noticeable changes in physical and 
mechanical characteristics of the heated cartilage in the narrow temperature region near 
70° С [31-33]. In particular, changes in tissue scattering properties were observed for this 
temperature range in the course of thermal treatment of cartilage. This effect was 
interpreted in terms of water release from heated zone and subsequent decrease of 
scattering centers sizes [35]. 

Also, the alterations of mechanical properties of the cartilage during the tissue 
treatment that are, for instance, revealed аз the relaxation оё the internal stress, are related 

to the time-dependent inhomogeneous deformation of tissue. In its turn, the process of 
thermal treatment оЁ cartilage tissue illuminated by coherent light must be accompanied 
by expressed speckle dynamics of scattered optical field due to the time-dependent 
mutual local displacements оё scattering sites such ав collagen fibrils that form the tissue 
matrix. This is why statistical analysis оё speckle intensity fluctuations can be used for 
monitoring оё modification processes. The importance оЁ such monitoring for laser 
reshaping оё the native cartilage is caused by the necessity to provide conditions for 
proper tissue modification and to avoid the dramatic changes in cartilage structure caused 
by collagen denaturation in the treatment zone. 

In experiments, the transmittance mode of probe He-Ne laser light propagation 
through a layer of thermally modified cartilage tissue was chosen to study the 
temperature-dependent dynamics оё image-modulating speckles. Fig. 5, а shows the 
scheme of experimental setup. Single-mode He-Ne laser (1) (633 nm, linear polarization, 
output power 5 mW) was used аз а light source. Laser beam was expanded by 50* 
telescopic system (2) and put on the front surface of ex-vivo sample (3) of porcine 
cartilage. Samples were prepared as 15 mmx25 mm pieces of 1.5 mm thickness. Speckle- 
modulated images оё the sample back surface were captured by CCD-camera (5) (EDC- 
1000L, Electrim, USA) with zoom lens (4) (LMZ13A5M, 12.5-75 mm). Such detection 
geometry causes relatively high level of the detected light intensity and relatively low- 
frequency intensity fluctuations for image-modulating speckles, ог their slow dynamics, 
in comparison with detection of the backward scattered light due to typically small values 
оё the scattering angle. This had allowed us 10 choose е appropriate parameters оё the 
image acquisition procedure for the range of exposure times and frame recording rates 
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Fig. 5. а - scheme of the experimental setup; b - time-averaged images of the treated tissue; left panel - 

before treatment; right panel - during the treatment; treatment zone is marked by white circle 

typical for used video capture system and, in its turn, to provide the detailed analysis of 

slow speckle dynamics for е treatment zone. Besides, image analysis with use оё the 

transmitted light allows п5 to exclude ап influence of the tissue surface reflection оп 

speckle pattern formation (аг in this case 15 caused only by the bulk scattering into е 

probed volume. 
Optimal conditions for speckle-modulated image recording are determined by two 

concurring factors that depend оп the aperture оё imaging lens: the appropriate mean size 

оЁ speckles in the image plane and the appropriate brightness оё speckle-modulated image 
captured with exposure time that is comparable with the correlation time of speckle 
intensity fluctuations. The larger average size оё image-modulating speckles in the case 
оЁ smaller imaging lens aperture leads to minimization оё distortions оё speckle statistics 
caused by the finite photosensitive area оё each CCD pixel. But the decrease оЁ imaging 
lens aperture causes а decrease оЁ average brightness of image captured with given 
exposure time and, as a result, a decrease in the dynamic range of detected speckle 
intensity and the signal-to-noise ratio. For used experimental conditions and typical 
values of the correlation time of speckle intensity fluctuations, the optimal value of 
imaging lens aperture was found to be оё фе order оЁ f/12, where fis е focal length оЁ 
the imaging lens. In this case, the estimated average speckle size in the image plane was 
10 - 12 um; this value is comparable with the pixel size for used CCD сатега and thus 
the integration оё spatial intensity fluctuations over each local detection zone (CCD pixel 
photosensitive area) takes place. Ол the basis оё the sampling theorem (see, e.g., Ref. 
[36]), these detection conditions will cause the certain diminishing оЁ the estimated 
contrast values due to the low-frequency spatial filtering properties of the detector in 
comparison with the ideal detection conditions, when the speckle size is much larger than 
the CCD pixel size, and a great number of image-modulating speckles is covered by the 
whole CCD photosensitive area. 

Thermal treatment оЁ the sample was provided by Erbium fiber laser (6) (A=1.56 
um, cutput power ир о 3.5W) with multimode quartz fiber (7) (0.6 mm diameter) а5 а 
light-delivering system (LS-1,5, IRE-Polus, Russia). The wavelength of 1.56 рт 
provides the bulk absorption of laser radiation by tissue and corresponds to the edge of 
one оё the water absorption bands in е near infrared region [36]. For tissue, е 
penetration depth оё treating laser radiation is оё the order оЁ 1 mm. The fiber tip was 
placed at 15 mm from the sample surface and the diameter of treatment zone was about 4 
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mm. Thin wire thermocouple (30 ит in diameter, (8)) was used 10 control е current 
tissue temperature T in the central part оЁ the zone. It was embedded into the sample 50 
that the distance from the nonirradiated back surface оё the sample was about 0.5 mm. 
The use of such thin thermocouple provides locality and fast response of dynamic 
measurements of the sample temperature. Notice that direct laser heating of thermocouple 
tip may cause some error. Our rough theoretical estimates of a maximal difference 
between the temperature of the laser-heated thermocouple and that of surrounding 
medium were made using the comparison of the heat transfer from thermocouple body to 
medium and heat deposition due 10 laser irradiation. These estimates give the difference 
about 3° C for typical values of the used beam intensity. In practice, this difference 
should be much less due to simultaneous heating by laser as thermocouple and tissue. 
Indeed, at high absorption coefficient of tissue the temperature of thermocouple may be 
less ап е tissue temperature despite its being heated by laser. As 10 our experiments, 
the validity of the thermocouple use is obliquely confirmed from cooling dynamics 
measured immediately after the laser was switched off. In the case of а noticeable 
difference between temperatures of the thermocouple body and surrounding medium, this 
should cause the noticeable jump-like changes in measured temperature values because of 
the fast equalization of the body temperature and that of surrounding medium. Any 
distortions of this form аё the initial stage оё sample cooling were not observed in our 
case. Notice finally that the tissue subsurface temperature near the back surface should be 
slightly less than the temperature near the irradiated surface. 

Sequential recording of speckle-modulated images of sample surface was carried 
during the laser treatment and after the laser was switched off. After the capture of frame 
sequences, the time series averaging оё speckle intensity fluctuations was carried ош for 
each pixel in the image plane using а sampling window оё given width 2K+1: 

K 
Таа ЗП @К +1), @ 

where & is the number оё image in the frame sequence, and i, j are the pixel coordinates in 
the image plane. The window width determined by the number of averaged frames was 
chosen in correspondence to the correlation time оё intensity fluctuations in the center оЁ 
treatment гопе. The number оЁ averaged frames corresponding to the window width 
varied from 3 to 7 for typical image capture parameters (exposure is 10 ms, sampling 
interval Аг is 400 ms). This scheme оЁ speckle-modulated image processing is based оп 
the fundamental relations between statistical properties оЁ the spatial-temporal 
fluctuations оё dynamic speckles. Such relations allow the evaluation of the correlation 
time of speckle intensity fluctuations by the use оЁ analysis оЁ exposure-dependent 

speckle contrast as applied to time-averaged images of dynamic speckle patterns. Our 

scheme of speckle-modulated image processing reproduces in general the basic steps 
typical for laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA), namely: 

1) recording of time-averaged dynamic speckle pattern with given exposure time 

(in our case this procedure is similar to construction of image by averaging over е 

number of sequential frames sampled by the window of given width; the advantage of this 

approach is related to possibility to obtain values of the time-averaged speckle intensity 

with high temporal resolution determined by the frame sampling interval used for е 

frame sequence recording; оп the contrary, in е case оЁ using traditional LASCA 

technique the temporal resolution is determined by the used exposure time comparable 

with the window width for our case); 
2) statistical analysis оё spatial fluctuations of the time-averaged speckle intensity; 

digital image processing procedure in our case is the same as for LASCA technique. 
The example of time-averaged image of tissue before and during the treatment is 

presented in Fig. 5, b. Treatment zone with expressed speckle dynamics 15 characterized 

by smaller level of pixel brightness fluctuations. Averaged images were processed to 
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obtain the local estimates of the contrast V, © = g, /( i )U‘ for different regions of each 
frame obtained with the window width of 2K+1. The time-dependent mean square root 

value o, * апа the mean value (I )U" о! 8-bit pixel brightness were calculated for а set оЁ 
pixels inside the circular sampling area: 

( = (И мл Тьр 2 m22? 5) 

o, f=[AMZ,, @ п° (/ )kv)zl,,v 1% 1ij 'mn \"i4m,jen ij ) ССЫ 

where r 15 the radius оё sampling area and M 15 the number of pixels inside the area. The 
area radius was chosen at least 3 times wider than the average speckle size, but less than 

the treatment zone radius. 
To characterize the relative changes т V, _‚‘ in the course оЁ «thermal treatment- 

thermal relaxation» cycle, the normalized contrast value \7‚ (N=V, (0)IV,(0) was used, 
. $ . g ok W ы W . М 

where r=kAt 15 the time lapse апа V, (0) is the initial contrast. This normalization 
procedure allows us to compare the behavior of the time-averaged contrast for various 
treatment conditions independently оп the initial contrast value аг significantly varies 

across е imaged tissue surface. Typical behavior оЁ ,, /( 1) Юг central part оё treatment 
zone is shown in Fig. 6; the dependence оё current temperature Т measured with use of 
the termocouple in the vicinity оё the back surface оп the time lapse is also presented. At 
the first stage of treatment (time lapse interval from 0 ю =20 s), the increase оЁ T 15 

accompanied by the decay in ‘7,J(1). The second stage (20s<r<60s) corresponds 10 
thermally induced modification of cartilage and, being examined by the statistical 
properties оЁ image-modulating speckles, is characterized by suppression оЁ speckle 

dynamics Фаг results т the increase оЁ У‚.](т). The increasing heat loss rate at 
temperatures above 60° С becomes comparable with the rate ов the heat deposition due 10 
tissue irradiation by IR laser light for used treatment conditions ап@ 50 causes @ 

significant fall оё the tissue temperature rate; а$ а result, а plateau-like region appears оп 
the T(r) dependence. The final stage, ог thermal relaxation of the treated tissue, is 
accompanied by non-monotonic changes оё the normalized contrast value with common 
tendency to increase. 

This behavior leads 10 а specific, «loop-like» form оё dependencies оЁ, J.(/) onT 
(Fig. 7) in the treated zone related to the irreversible thermal modification of tissue 

structure due ю partial relieving оЁ 
heterogeneously stressed collagen matrix. 

T.°C  Thus, the evolution оЁ dynamic scattering 
60  System such а$ modified cartilage tissue 

depending on treatment conditions can be 
50  described by а set оё similar trajectories in 

4 (Т‚\/). ріапе.‹Рог arbitrary trajectory the 
following typical stages оЁ system evo- 

30 — МНоп can be singled out and а correspon- 
ding scenario. of system behavior can be 
considered: 

1) the stage of й Чесау caused by 

Fig. 6. The dependencies of V(1) (dotted curve) .ncreasing thermal deformations of hetero- 
and T (full curve) оп ¢ during’and after the laser g€neously stressed scattering | structure 
treatment (а and b, respectively). Ег laser output consisting of 3D network of collagen fibres 
Pis12W (collagen matrix) fixed by macro-mole- 

vk 

Vi 
11 

1.0} 
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cular ensemble of water-coated proteogly- 
сапе aggregates; 

2) the stage оЁ partial stress rela- 

xation, characterized by the rapid increase 

in V with slightly increasing tissue tempe- 

rature; the width of loop, AV, depends on 

the duration of the plateau-like region of 
T(1) dependence; 

3) the stage of formation of a new, 
partially relieved stable spatial con- 
figuration of the scattering system accom- 

panied by decrease in V; 
4) е final stage оЁ thermal 

relaxation оЁ modified cartilage structure. 
The behavior of the scattering system at 
this stage is generally similar 10 Фаг 

described for the first stage (in particular, 

both fragments of VN(T) are characterized 

30 40 50 60 T,°C 

Fig. 7. The dependencies of V,.(1) оп T Юг 
treatment-relaxation cycle. Squar:'sJ (1),P=12 W, 
near the center оё treatment zone; circles (2),P=0.8 
W, near the center оЁ zone. Black arrow indicates 
the heating stage; gray arrows indicate the thermal 
relaxation stage 

by close values of the trend line slope). 
Following from experimentally observed non-monotonic behavior of the time- 

averaged speckle contrast with increase of the tissue temperature, we can conclude that 
the specific feature of cartilage thermal modification is the appearance оЁ the additional 
factor changing sufficiently е thermally activated dynamic behavior оЁ tissue scattering 
structure for measured values of tissue temperature above 60° C. These changes are 
manifested not only in variations of the speckle contrast, but also in behavior of the tissue 
diffuse transmittance as well as the internal stress [37]. At the initial stage of thermal 

treatment, the decay т Й with increasing temperature can be interpreted in terms of 
thermally activated irreversible local deformations of tissue collagen matrix revealed at 
macroscopic level as the tissue shrinkage [34]. Another well-known manifestation of 
thermal modification оё the collagen structure due Ю partial denaturation are the 

temperature-induced changes in tissue optical properties, say, the birefringence [38]. On 
the basis of empirical relation between the relative value of tissue shrinkage, the 
temperature апа the duration оё thermal treatment given in Ref. 34, the instantaneous rate 
of thermally induced irreversible deformation of collagen fibrils can be approximately 

estimated as: 

£(6T)= - K, (D)X (1+K(T) <D, (6) 
where K,(T), K,(T), К,(Т) are the empirically evaluated temperature-dependent 
coefficients. This expression gives the abrupt increase of the deformation rate with 
increasing temperature and its slow decay аг the final stage оЁ collagen thermal 
modification, when the tissue deformation exceeds 25% and collagen native structure 15 

almost totally denaturated [34]. Mutual displacements of the structure-forming elements 
such as collagen fibrils in the course of tissue deformation will induce intensity 
fluctuations of coherent light scattered by the modified tissue structure. These intensity 
fluctuations are characterized by the correlation time depending on characteristic time 
interval required for displacement of scattering sites such as collagen fibrils at the 
distance оё the order оЁ the wavelength A, о illuminating light and, correspondingly, are 
related 10 the scattering structure deformation rate: 

T, - АМ/! еп (7) 

where / is the characteristic distance between scattering sites for а probed medium, л is 
the medium refractive index and the factor A depends on the average number of scattering 
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events, illumination and detection conditions. With е use оё such simple 

phenomenological model, it is possible 10 give qualitative interpretation оЁ the decay in 
the correlation time оЁ speckle intensity fluctuations and, correspondingly, № е time- 
averaged speckle contrast with increasing tissue temperature that is observed at the ini 

tial stage of the cartilage thermal treatment. In turn, the increase оЁ V observed аг the 
second stage оё modification process, cannot be completely interpreted in terms о further 
progress in thermal modification of collagen matrix due to partial denaturation of the 
collagenous component of cartilage tissue. With the tissue shrinkage progress, the 
арреагапсе ап accumulation of new scattering centers due 10 thermal denaturation оЁ 
collagen fibrils is rather accompanied by further decrease in correlation time of speckle 
intensity fluctvations ог tissue transmittance. In particular, the additional study оЁ 
dynamic light scattering by soft collagenous tissue such as porcine sclera in the course of 
its thermal denaturation аг fixed temperatures in the range from 60° С to 90° С showed 
the monotonic decrease in the correlation time of scattered light intensity fluctuations 
with the increasing tissue temperature. Also, the additional oblique argument against the 
mechanism of the time-averaged speckle contrast increase for the temperatures slightly 
above 60° C that can be directly related to thermally activated denaturation of the 
collagen matrix, is that the thermally induced dramatic changes in collagen structure 
should appear for sufficiently larger values of laser beam intensity and exposure time than 
'Ваг used for laser-mediated cartilage reshaping. Typically, the thermally induced 
deformations оЁ cartilage tissue accumulated to the final phase оЁ the initial stage оЁ 
thermal treatment, are significantly less than critical values of 15-20% given in Ref. 34. 
Thus, in our case we should not expect the decay in the tissue deformation rate and, 
correspondingly, increase of the time-averaged speckle contrast due to degradation of the 
collagen matrix. In particular, the examination of the cartilage after the laser treatment 
with an optical microscope [39,40] did not show any evidence of dramatic changes in 
matrix structure for appropriately chosen reshaping conditions. 

Thus, the change in behavior of У in the narrow interval оё фе measured tissue 

temperature slightly above 60 °C can be presumably related with the manifestation of one 
or several adequately effective thermally activated mechanisms of relaxation of the 
matrix deformation rate. At present time, the total physical picture of this effect is not yet 
fully understood but the mechanism of bounded to free water transition in the 
proteoglycan aggregates (PGA) structure due to dissociation of PGA macromolecules 
was discussed аз the probable candidate for the role оЁ such stress relaxation controlling 
mechanism [33]. The argument supporting this hypothesis is that the mechanical 
properties оЁ cartilage tissue are strongly influenced by the interactions between 
subsystems of collagen matrix and PGA as the tissue basic components. Therefore, the 
alterations in hydrodynamic properties of PGA ensemble as the ground substance will 
cause the change in deformability of a whole tissue. In particular, it was found by means 
of a dynamic light scattering [41] that the thermal dissociation of proteoglycan 
macromolecules аг temperatures above 60° С is accompanied by the significant increase 
in the translational diffusion coefficient оЁ PGA. 

In further study оЁ tissue modification process, analysis оЁ «loop-like» curves 

plotted м (T,V) coordinates (in particular, the relation between loop height AV апа 
duration of plateau-like region оп T(f) curve) can be applied for evaluation оЁ kinetic 
parameters оЁ the internal stress relaxation, in addition to recently described approaches, 
such as the study of thermal and mechanical effects, tissue diffuse transmittance and/or 

reflectance measurements, FTIR spectroscopy, and examination by the use of optical and 
atomic force microscopy. 
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4. Conclusion 

Presented results illustrate the potentialities оё various modifications of the speckle 
correlometric techniques in studying the dynamic properties of local scatters that form 
weakly ordered multiple scattering systems of various nature. Further development of 
speckle-based coherent optical technologies can be related to the application of 
polarization discrimination of multiple scattered speckle patterns as well as the use of 
partially coherent probe light with the controllable coherence length. These approaches 
open the way for precise analysis of the light transfer processes in disordered scattering 
systems due 10 possibility оё selection оё partial components оё multiple scattered optical 
fields with given pathlength distributions. 

This work was supported in part by CRDF grant REC-006 and by RFBR grant 
№ 01-02-17493. 
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СПЕКЛ-ДИАГНОСТИКА РЕЛАКСАЦИОННЫХ ПРОЦЕССОВ 
В НЕСТАЦИОНАРНЫХ РАССЕИВАЮЩИХ СИСТЕМАХ 

Д.А. Зимняков, А.П. Ceupudos, А.И. Омельченко, B.A. Трифонов, 

Д.Н. Агафонов, П.В. 3axapos, Л.В. Кузнецова 

Рассмотрен когерентно-оптический метод исследования процессов нестацио- 
нарного массопереноса в рассеивающих средах на основе статистического анализа 
пространственно-временных флуктуаций интенсивности спекл-модулированных 
оптических полей, рассеянных объектами. В качестве примеров рассмотрены: 
анализ нестационарного массопереноса при испарении насыщающей жидкости из 
неупорядоченного пористого слоя и анализ структурной модификации хрящевой 
ткани в процессе ее нагрева ИК лазерным излучением. В случае испарения 
жидкости из пористого слоя обнаружен эффект аномального уширения спектра 
флуктуаций интенсивности спекл-модулированного рассеянного излучения при 
уменьшении скорости испарения жидкой фазы, обусловленный особенностями 
развития фрактального фронта испарения. Характерной особенностью терми- 
ческой модификации структуры хрящевой ткани является существование гистере- 
зиса зависимости контраста спеклов, модулирующих изображение исследуемой 
ткани в когерентном свете, от температуры ткани B 30He модификации. Механизм 
структурной модификации хрящевой ткани  предположительно — связан с 
термически активированным переходом «связанная вода - свободная вода» B 
структуре протеогликановых агрегатов как одной из базовых составляющих 
хрящевой ткани. В 
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